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The aim of the current study was to compare the diagnostic reliability of visual and quantitative indices of double phase
Tc-99m MIBI scintimammography (M-SMM) and Tc-99m Tetrofosmin scintimammography (TF-SMM) for detection of
breast cancer. Double phase M-SMM and TF-SMM (early; 10 minutes, delayed; hour) were performed after injection of 925
MBq of radiotracers in 75 highly suspected breast cancer patients (malignant:49, benign:26). For visual analysis, five
scoring methods were used. For quantitative analysis, early, delayed lesions to non-lesion ratios (L/Ns), and washout rate
(%, WR) were calculated. When over grade of visual grade was used as cut-off value in the detection of primary breast
cancer, M-SMM and TF-SMM showed similar diagnostic accuracies. The optimal quantitative indices of M-SMM for the
detection of breast cancer were 2.06 for early L/N and 1.72 for delayed L/N. Those of TF-SMM were 3.13 for early, and 2.56
for delayed image. Visual and quantitative analyses showed similar results. However, delayed L/N of M-SMM was superior
to that of TF-SMM for the detection of breast cancer. In conclusion, the double phase M-SMM and TF-SMM showed favorable
diagnostic accuracy in differentiating benign from malignant breast lesions, visually and quantitatively. The optimal visual
interpretation grades for the detection of primary breast cancer of double phase M-SMM and TF-SMM were grade and 5.
The optimal quantitative indices of M-SMM for the detection of breast cancer were 2.06 for early L/N and 1.72 for delayed
L/N. Those of TF-SMM were 3.13 for early, and 2.56 for delayed image.
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Breast cancer continues to be major public health problem
in the Republic of Korea and Western countries. The American Cancer Society estimates that in 2008, 182,460 new cases
of breast cancer will be diagnosed in female and breast cancer expected to account for 15 of all female cancer deaths [1].
A realistic strategy for the reduction of breast cancer mortality rates is to detect the disease while it is still in an early
stage. Routine physical examination and mammography remain the methods of choice in screening for breast cancer.
Mammography has been proven in randomized controlled trials to be sensitive screening tool for the detection of early
breast cancer [2]. However, its utility for differentiating benign from malignant lesions is limited, with rate of histological
confirmation of just 10-35% in biopsies [3]. To improve di-
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agnostic accuracy, new methods are being studied as alternatives to mammography.
The scintimamography (SMM) using several radiopharmaceuticals have been proposed to improve the specificity
of conventional mammography. Among numerous radiopharmaceuticals, the use of Tc-99m MIBI is currently
mainstay, although its mechanism of uptake in breast cancer
cells is still being investigated. After being reported to accumulate in tumors, Tc-99m MIBI has been widely used in tumor
studies and is known to be useful in the detection of various
primary tumors and metastases [4–10]. The Tc-99m MIBI
SMM (M-SMM) has been known to be useful for diagnosis
of primary breast cancer [11–13].
Tc-99m Tetrofomsin, lipophilic anionic radiopharmaceutical, has also been shown to have accumulated in various
tumors [14–17]. Tc-99m Tetrofosmin does not require boiling
and therefore could reduce radiation exposure to health care
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providers during preparation. It also clears rapidly from the
blood pool, liver and lungs, and so provides better quality of
images. No other study had been published of the use of Tc99m Tetrofosmin for comparison of visual and quantitative
analyses of double phase M-SMM and TF-SMM for the detection of primary breast cancer. In this study, we compared
the visual and quantitative indices for the detection of breast
cancer using receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis
of double phase M-SMM and TF-SMM.
Patients and methods
Patients. Seventy five patients with palpable breast masses
on physical examination and/or suspicious mammographic
findings were included in this study. Patients with either palpable breast mass or suspicious mammographic finding which
required core needle biopsy were referred to the double phase
M-SMM and TF-SMM. The patients mean age was 46.9±9.5.
All patients had mammography and comprehensive physical
examination by an experienced breast surgeon before double
phase SMMs. Among 49 malignant breast diseases, 30 patients had palpable breast lesions and 19 had nonpalpable
lesions. Among 26 benign diseases, 11 patients had palpable
and 15 had nonpalpable lesions. The time interval between
double phase M-SMM and TF-SMM was 7.1±3.1 days. Pathologic results were obtained by operation in 49 patients and in
26 patients by core needle biopsy and compared with the results of double phase SMMs. The Joint Ethical Committee of
the Pusan National University Hospital Review Board approved this study. Informed written consents to participate in
the double phase SMM studies were obtained from all patients.
Double phase Tc-99m MIBI and Tc-99m Tetrofosmin SMM.
Double phase SMMs were performed in early (10 minutes)
and delayed (3 hours) phases after intravenous injection of
925 MBq of Tc-99m MIBI (Cardiolite™; DuPont Pharma,
Billerica, MA) and Tc-99m Tetrofosmin (Myoview™;
Amersham Health; UK) on separate day in the antecubital
vein contralateral to the affected breast or dorsalis pedis vein.
Patients were laid in prone position on foam cushion designed
for breast imaging overlying the imaging table, which permitted the breast to hang freely. Planar images with matrix
size of 128×128 pixels and 1.5 zoom factor were acquired
with dual headed gamma camera (Vertex, ADAC, Milpitas,
CA, USA) equipped with low energy high resolution (LEHR)
collimators. The energy discriminator was centered on 140
keV photopeak of Tc-99m with symmetric 20% window. For
the lateral planar images (15 minutes acquisition, total
8,500,000 counts in both of Tc-99m MIBI and Tc-99m
Tetrofosmin), layer of 2.5 thick and 10×5 rectangular lead was
interposed in the foam cushion to avoid artifacts from the
contralateral breast. After acquisition of both lateral
images, planar anterior chest image including both breasts and
axilla (7 minutes acquisition, total 4,500,000 counts in both
of Tc-99m MIBI and Tc-99m Tetrofosmin) was also acquired
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in supine position. The supine position with raised arms was
used for better depiction of both axillary regions.
Visual analysis of Double Phase M-SMM and TF-SMM.
Two-experienced nuclear physicians who were not familiar
with the patients clinical informations like the history, physical examinations, or radiological findings interpreted the
M-SMM and TF-SMM individually on workstation connected
to gamma camera with adjustments for contrast. The qualitative interpretation grades were as follows. Grade 1: no
abnormal increased uptake in both early and delayed images.
Grade 2: mildly increased uptake in the early image without
retention in the delayed image. Grade 3: mildly increased
uptake in the early image with retention in the delayed image.
Grade 4: definite focal increased uptake in the early image
without retention in the delayed image. Grade 5: definite focal increased uptake in the early image with retention in the
delayed image. For analysis of axillary lymph node status,
any clearly increased focal tracer accumulation in the axillary region was interpreted as lymphatic metastasis.
Calculation of quantitative indices. For quantitative analysis, ROIs (region of interest, mean pixel size; 78) were drawn
around the tumor and to the area of normal breast tissue in
the same breast, and lesion to non-lesion ratios (L/N) of early
and delayed M-SMM and TF-SMM were determined. In case
of visual grade 1, L/N considered to be because of absent of
radiopharmaceutical uptake. The washout rate (%, WR) was
determined by the following formula: (Early L/N-Delayed L/
N) /Early L/N 100.
Statistical analysis. All numerical results are reported as
mean values with SDs. Student t-test was used for statistical
comparison of quantitative indices between malignant and
benign breast disease groups. The MedCal software
(Mariakerke, Belgium) was used to determine optimal visual
interpretation grade and cut-off value of quantitative indices
for the detection of primary breast cancer. The sensitivities
and specificities of M-SMM and TF-SMM according to visual interpretation criteria and quantitative indices were
obtained and the standard errors (SE), 95 confidence intervals (CI) and area under curves (AUCs) were also calculated.
The comparison of diagnostic performances of visual and
quantitative analyses were examined through use of AUC in
receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC) analysis. Statistical significance was defined as p<0.05.
Results
Histopathologic results. The pathologic results were obtained from operations in 49 patients and core needle biopsy
in 26 patients. The pathological diagnosis was malignant
breast diseases in 49 patients and benign breast diseases in
26 patients, yielding breast cancer prevalence in this series
of 65.3%. Among the malignant breast diseases, invasive
ductal carcinoma was the most common (44 pts). The other
pathologic results were ductal carcinomas-in-situ, invasive
tubular carcinoma, mucinous carcinoma, medullary carci-
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Figure 2. Quantitative indices of double phase M-SMM between malignant
and benign breast diseases.
Figure 1. ROC comparison of M-SMM and TF-SMM for the detection
of primary breast cancer (Line; M-SMM, Dotted line; TF-SMM).

noma. The benign breast diseases included 16 fibrocystic
diseases, fibroadenomas, mastitis, and tubular adenoma.
Disagreed visual analyses were cases and all of them were
consensused by the readers.
Axillary lymph node assessment. Axillary lymph node dissection was performed in patients with confirmed malignancy
of the breast. Thirty-two patients had axillary lymph node
metastasis and 17 had no axillary lymph node metastasis. The
diagnostic accuracy of M-SMM and TF-SMM for the detection of axillary lymph node involvement was compared with
histopathologic results. The true positive, true negative, false
positive, and false negative of M-SMM and TF-SMM were
22, 15, 2, and 10 patients respectively. The sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy of M-SMM and TF-SMM for the
evaluation of axillary lymph node involvement were 68.7%,
88.2%, and 75.5%, respectively.
Visual assessment of M-SMM and TF-SMM. ROC analyses were performed to determine the optimal visual grade for
the detection of malignant breast disease. Figure demonstrated
the ROC comparison of M-SMM and TF-SMM for the detection of primary breast cancer. The optimal visual grades were
grade and in both of double phase M-SMM and TF-SMM.
When over grade of visual grade was used as cut-off value in
the defection of primary breast cancer with M-SMM, the sensitivity and specificity were 61.2% and 80.8%, respectively.
The positive and negative predictive values were 85.7% and
52.5%, respectively. The AUC was 0.769 (95% CI, 0.6570.858) and SE was 0.054. With the TF-SMM, the sensitivity
and specificity were 75.5% and 80.8%, respectively. The positive and negative predictive values were 88.1% and 63.6%,
respectively. The AUC was 0.814 (95% CI, 0.707-0.894) and
SE was 0.048. However, no statistical differences were found
between M-SMM and TF-SMM for the detection of primary

breast cancer with visual assessment (difference between area;
0.045, SE; 0.030, 95% CI; -0.014-0.104, p=0.134).
Comparison of quantitative indices between malignant and
benign diseases. Figure showed the results of quantitative indices of double phase M-SMM between malignant and benign
breast diseases. Early L/N of malignant breast disease was
significantly higher than that of benign one (3.15±0.94 vs
1.93±0.76, p=<0.0001). Also, delayed L/N of malignant breast
disease was significantly higher than that of benign one
(2.26±0.61 vs 1.44±0.40, p<0.0001). However, WR revealed
no statistical differences (26.3±12.1 vs 21.4±13.6, p=0.1078).
Figure showed the results of TF-SMM. Early L/N of malignant breast disease was significantly higher than that of benign
one (3.49±1.17 vs 2.15±0.46, p=0.0001). Also, delayed L/N
of malignant breast disease was significantly higher than that
of benign one (2.54±0.76 vs 1.91±0.42, p=0.0002). However,
WR also revealed no statistical differences (25.6±11.73 vs
23.7±9.8, p>0.05).
Quantitative analysis of double phase M-SMM and TFSMM. ROC analyses were performed to determine the optimal
cut-off values of early and delayed L/Ns of M-SMM and TFSMM for the detection malignant breast disease. With the
M-SMM, the optimal L/N ratios were 2.06 for early, and 1.72
for delayed image. When early L/N 2.06 was used as cut off
point, the sensitivity and specificity of M-SMM were 85.7%
and 73.1%, respectively. The positive and negative predictive
values were 85.7% and 73.1%, respectively. The AUC was
0.850 (95% CI, 0.748-0.922) and SE was 0.043. With delayed
L/N 1.72 was used as cut-off value, the sensitivity and specificity were 81.6% and 76.9%, respectively. The positive and
negative predictive values were 87% and 69%, respectively.
The AUC was 0.869 (95% CI, 0.771-0.936) and SE was 0.040.
With the TF-SMM, the optimal L/N ratios were 3.13 for
early, and 2.56 for delayed image. When early L/N 3.13 was
used as cut off point, the sensitivity and specificity of TFSMM were 61.2% and 96.2%, respectively. The positive and
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negative predictive values were 96.8% and 56.8%, respectively. The AUC was 0.809 (95% CI, 0.702-0.890) and SE
was 0.049. With delayed L/N 2.56 was used as cut-off value,
the sensitivity and specificity were 46.9% and 96.2%, respectively. The positive and negative predictive values were 95.8%
and 49%, respectively. The AUC was 0.741 (95% CI, 0.6270.835) and SE was 0.057.
Comparison of quantitative analysis of M-SMM and TFSMM for detection of breast cancer. There were no statistical
differences between quantitative analysis of early image of
M-SMM and TF-SMM (difference between area; 0.041, SE;
0.044, 95% CI; -0.046-0.128, p=0.359). However, delayed L/
N of M-SMM was superior to delayed L/N ratio of TF-SMM
for the detection of breast cancer (difference between area;
0.128, SE; 0.053, 95% CI; 0.024-0.232, p=0.016).
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Figure 3. Quantitative indices of double phase TF-SMM between
malignant and benign breast diseases.

Discussion
Detection of malignant disease and avoiding unnecessary operative biopsies of benign lesions are the main
challenges in the detection of palpable breast masses and
mammographic abnormalities. Mammography is the principal complementary imaging modality for the diagnosis
of breast cancer. It is of fundamental importance for early
detection of less advanced lesions that has become increasingly frequent as result of its use. However, although
mammography is highly sensitive technique, it is frequently
incapable of differentiating malignant lesions from benign
ones, especially in patients with dense breast tissue or those
who have received augmented mammoplasty, or previous
radiation therapy. Therefore, most mammographic abnormalities require biopsies, which result in large number of
non-malignant specimens.
To overcome the limitations of mammography, there has
been growing interest in the employment of radiopharmaceutical products. Among these radiotracers, Tc-99m MIBI and
Tc-99m Tetrofosmin have given the most interesting results.
SMM with these radiopharmaceuticals is especially indicated
in patients with dense breast or mastopathy or with mammary
implants in which mammography is indeterminate or less effective, as well as in those with low or intermediate
mammographic suspicion of malignancy, contributing to reduce the number of unnecessary biopsies [22–24].
The major findings of this study are that the optimal visual
interpretation grades of M-SMM and TF-SMM for the detection of primary breast cancer were grade and grade 5. Using
these grades as cut-off value, visual assessment of M-SMM
and TF-SMM revealed similar diagnostic efficacies for the
detection of primary breast cancer. The optimal quantitative
indices of M-SMM were 2.06 for early L/N and 1.72 for delayed L/N. Also, the optimal quantitative indices of TF-SMM
were 3.13 for early L/N and 2.56 for delayed L/N, which were
higher values than those of M-SMM. ROC comparison revealed no statistical differences between M-SMM and
TF-SMM early L/Ns for differentiation of malignant breast

diseases. However, the delayed L/N of M-SMM was superior
to that of the TF-SMM for breast cancer detection.
Comparative study has demonstrated that Tc-99m MIBI
and Tc-99m Tetrofosmin give similar results in breast cancer
detection, thus they can be used indifferently [25].
Interestingly, current study exhibited similar diagnostic
efficacy for the detection of primary breast cancer of visual and quantitative analyses of M-SMM and TF-SMM.
However, the cut-off values of early and delayed L/Ns of
TF-SMM were higher than those of M-SMM. Favorable
pharmacokinetic properties of Tc-99m Tetrofosmin may
give rise to these results [26]. It clears rapidly from blood
pool, liver and lungs, and so provides better images
with higher tumor/background ratio. Faster hepatic clearance could be an advantage in the evaluation of tumors
located in breast or lung near the liver, determining lower
background. Also, Tc-99m Tetrofosmin does not require
boiling and may reduce radiation exposure to health care
providers during preparation.
To date, there was no report of comparative visual and
quantitative study of double phase M-SMM and TF-SMM
for the evaluation of breast cancer. Using Tc-99m MIBI, some
studies of double phase SMM for the detection of breast cancer has been reported [27–29]. Also, double phase TF-SMM
study was performed recently [30]. The reason for performing early and delayed imaging was to differentiate between
benign and malignant diseases more accurately. They presumed that the radiopharmaceutical uptake by malignant
tumors might persist on delayed images in contrast to that of
benign lesions, which would fade away.
The major drawback of the current study is lack of SPECT
acquisition of M-SMM and TF-SMM. SPECT has proved
more sensitive than planar imaging in various clinical circumstances, but until now has not been employed in the diagnosis
of breast cancer with M-SMM and TF-SMM.
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In conclusion, double phase M-SMM and TF-SMM
showed favorable diagnostic accuracy in differentiating benign from malignant breast lesions, visually and quantitatively.
The optimal visual interpretation grades for the detection of
primary breast cancer of double phase M-SMM and TF-SMM
were grade and 5. The optimal quantitative indices of M-SMM
for the detection of breast cancer were 2.06 for early L/N and
1.72 for delayed L/N. Those of TF-SMM were 3.13 for early,
and 2.56 for delayed image. Visual and quantitative analyses
showed similar results. However, delayed L/N of M-SMM was
superior to that of TF-SMM for the detection of breast cancer. These findings deserve further investigation on larger
number of patients to be performed to allow better validation
of the differentiation malignant from benign breast lesions
using double phase M-SMM and TF-SMM.
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